
Beethoven had started sketching his fifteenth quartet during a period of ill health—he was 
stricken with serious intestinal inflammation. Dr. Anton Braunhofer put Beethoven on a strict 
regimen: “No wine; no coffee; no spices of any kind...” He did recommend “fresh air” as well 
as “natural milk” to restore the composer. This background on Beethoven’s health may seem 
superfluous, but it is intricately woven into the texture of the piece itself, as it is with many of 
Beethoven’s later works. The quartet lacks a specific programmatic storyline, but it follows a 
common theme in the later works of progressing from despair to triumph (think of the moody 
opening to the Ninth Symphony, moving to the ecstatic “Ode to Joy”). Noted Beethoven 
scholar Maynard Solomon wrote that in the A minor quartet, “the music appears to become an 
implicit agency of healing, a talisman against death.”

LISTEN FOR: 

1. Assai sostenuto-Allegro in A minor: The first movement is in sonata form, a three-part 
form popular in the classical and romantic eras. Sonata form consists of an exposition 
(which exposes the main themes), a development (which develops and plays around with 
the themes), and a recapitulation (in which the themes are re-stated decisively and with 
finality). Like many of Beethoven’s works, the exposition is based on several short motives: 
(1) a slow moving motive in half-steps; (2) a mournful violin line with dotted rhythms; (3) 
an imitative gesture; and (4) a lyrical violin line over galloping triplets. The development 
section focuses on the first two motives, before the themes come together again in the 
recapitulation. Listen for: Restlessness and a sense of process—fragments of ideas in these 
short motives that struggle to find coherence.

2. Allegro ma non tanto in A major: The second movement begins with an unusual gesture 
on the leading tone of the scale (G# in the key of A), giving it an instant sense of unease 
and yearning for the home key. The minuet and trio also has a nervous energy due to the 
figuration and interlocking rhythmic gestures that disrupt a stable sense of meter.  
Listen for: The way a brief, ominous, frightening flash in the lower strings interrupts the  
trio section.

3. Molto Adagio-Andante: The centerpiece of the quartet is this movement, subtitled “A 
Sacred Song of Thanks from One Made Well, to the Divine,” using a hymn-like structure 
that captures a breathless and otherworldly sense of peace. It uses the Lydian mode, a 
medieval Church mode, to give it piety and solemnity. Listen for: How Beethoven alternates 
these hymn-like sections with more active and rhythmically dense sections, marked in the 
score as “feeling new strength.”

4. Alla Marcia, assai vivace in A major: Beethoven follows the centerpiece of the work with a 
somewhat unemotional, delicately simple march. It seems a little uncertain, and leads to a 
long passage that introduces the final movement.

5. Allegro appassionato-Presto in A minor: The final movement moves slowly from dark 
to light; the musical material anxiously yearns to begin again, with returns to the opening 
theme that are characteristic of its sonata-rondo (ABACABA) form. Just as in the minuet 
and trio, anxious figuration metrically disrupts this movement’s dancelike lilt. Triumph is 
hard-won over the adversity of this unstable meter, but glorious when it arrives.

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN  (1770–1827)

Quartet No. 15 in A minor, op. 132 (1825)
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F R I D A Y  M O R N I N G S
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Recommended Recording: 
Beethoven: The String Quartets, 
Emerson String Quartet
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QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION
Before the Concert

1. Beethoven’s health is inextricably bound up with his late works — can you hear something as abstract as illness in the music 
itself? How might disease have impacted the compositional process?

2. Can you hear the three major sections of sonata form in both works?

After the Concert
1. Both of these pieces feature songs of Thanksgiving—how does Beethoven depict gratitude in music? How does Beethoven’s 

gratitude in the quartet differ from Florestan’s in the overture?

2. Likewise, both pieces depict intense struggles, giving us a sense of a dramatic plot even without words. What musical devices 
convey this kind of intensity?
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Beethoven’s penchant for musical grandeur and drama should have served him well in the 
opera house—and yet, the vaunted composer struggled to find an appropriate overture for 
his first and only opera, Fidelio. An overture is like a film trailer — giving the audience a taste 
of the most important scenes and memorable themes without giving away the whole plot. 
Yet, Beethoven’s overtures kept overtaking the opera — he went through four versions before 
finding the right opening. While some of the different drafts weren’t suitable for the opera 
house, the third iteration has found a home in the concert hall, where it can stand alone — 
distilling the essence of the opera without any fear of spoiling the ending or overshadowing the 
first scenes that follow.

The opera tells the story of Leonore, a woman who disguises herself as a guard in order to 
rescue her husband Florestan from a political prison. Beethoven structures this overture almost 
like a symphonic movement in sonata form, rather than the series of vignettes found in most 
overtures. 

LISTEN FOR:

1.   Adagio: The passage at the beginning that takes us down into the gloomy depths of 
the prison. The clarinet and bassoon give us the themes from Florestan’s dungeon aria, 
accompanied by the strings. 

2.   The Allegro begins at the opposite end of the dynamic spectrum from the opening—a 
delicate pianissimo, with the theme in the cellos and violins. This section continues to 
elaborate and develop the themes, reaching a dramatic and powerful conclusion with 
offstage trumpet calls triggering the recapitulation.

3.   The third section opens with a flute solo, a song of thanksgiving for Florestan’s deliverance 
from prison. This section triumphantly reprises the themes from the introduction. The 
grandeur of this ending gives us a clue to why this overture didn’t work—how do we move 
from this exuberant finale (that gives away Leonore’s success) back to the very beginning of 
the opera?

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN  (1770–1827)

Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72b (1805)

Recommended Recording: 
Beethoven: Symphony no. 8; 
Overtures: “Coriolan,” “Fidelio,” 
“Leonore No. 3,” The Berliner 
Philharmoniker, Herbert von 
Karajan, conducting


